This study compares spectral bands for object detection at sea using a convolutional neural network (CNN). Specifically, images in three spectral bands are targeted: long wavelength infrared (LWIR), near-infrared (NIR) and visible range. Using a calibrated camera setup, a large set of images for each of the spectral bands are captured with the same field of view. The image sets are then used to train and validate a CNN for object detection to evaluate the performance in the different bands. Prediction performance is employed as a quality assessment and is put in a navigational perspective. The result is a quantitative evaluation that reveals the strengths and weaknesses of using different spectral bands individually or in combination for autonomous navigation at sea. The analysis covers two object classes of particular importance for safe navigation.
Introduction
Autonomous marine systems require the ability to accurately detect and classify objects at sea to navigate safely. A vision system can, in combination with other sensors, be an effective way to detect objects on the sea surface. However, changing weather conditions and illumination changes throughout the day cause great variations in visibility. This means that a vision system cannot solely rely on the human visible spectrum.
A recent study comparing electronic and human outlook [1] demonstrated how a learningbased approach identified objects on the water, from images in the visible range, using segmentation into two classes of particular relevance to safe navigation. However, the study showed that diminished visibility due to weather conditions, reflections from the water, day and night operation, and large distances to objects could have a significant impact on the performance when using visible range images. Using a combination of electro-optical sensors sensitive at different wavelengths can potentially cope with some of these challenges. Other research efforts addressed the same problem area using a variety of approaches. Detection of small surface vessels was accomplished using an image histogram based approach in [2] . They investigated theoretical detection ranges using infrared spectral bands (0.8 to 11.5 µm), proposed a simple segmentation method and made a performance evaluation. Using a combination of the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) and bag-of-features method, [14] targeted multiple spectral bands and investigated the possibility of detecting and tracking surface vessels in the infrared and visible bands. The survey in [9] gives a good overview of sensors and methods used for detection and tracking of objects at sea. It concluded that electro-optical sensors operating in the infrared or visible range are indispensable for various object detection tasks, in particular of smaller boats that are invisible from radar. The detectability of common objects at sea, seen from an air vehicle, was discussed in [12] , who employed edge detection and kernel filtering algorithms, comparing detection in thermal and visible range images. This study investigates how different spectral bands can contribute to the detection of objects at sea. Specifically, three types of images are targeted: long wavelength infrared (LWIR) images, near-infrared (NIR) images and colour images in the human visible spectrum. The vision system consists of three cameras, one for each spectral band, mounted close together and pointing in the same direction. Figure 1 shows images of the same scene from each spectral band. To get a base for comparison, the images from the three cameras are transformed and cropped so they have a similar field of view. Data were recorded from two different ferries operating in the South Funen Archipelago with images taken from morning to after sunset.
A RetinaNet [6] convolutional neural network (CNN) is used to detect and classify objects. This architecture was chosen as it has proved to work well for object detection and classification in a marine environment [13] . A set of images for training and evaluation for each spectral band has been annotated into two object categories ship and buoy, which are of particular importance for safe navigation in confined waters. The intention is to use one set of cameras for coarse object detection while object specific details are to be found subsequently with a different classifier and potentially with a dedicated camera system with a narrower field of view. The classification of object details is beyond the scope of this paper. This study hence aims to compare detection using a CNN for three different spectral bands. We wish to investigate how detectable the selected classes are in different illumination conditions and distances from the camera. The performance in a navigational setting is assessed using Time to Closest Point of Approach (TCPA).
Requirements
In a maritime navigational setting, two of the most common object classes to recognise is buoys, which indicate limits for safe navigation, and other vessels or objects in the vicinity of own ship, which could influence navigation decisions for own vessel. Buoys provide information about areas with shallow water, dangers or wreckages. Buoys are marked with colours and geometry markers that convey their meaning. These are visible during daylight conditions. At night, selected buoys are marked with lights that blink in specific patterns to relay information. Ships' conditions are indicated by flags or geometric markers in the mast with shapes that show intent or condition. These are visible during daytime. At night, these markers are replaced by lights arranged in special patterns on the mast. If a camera-based system is used to supplement or temporally replace human outlook, it needs to be able to detect the specific type of ships and buoys and interpret navigation information made by markers on these objects.
To minimize the risk of collision with other vessels, master mariners, see [8] , estimate measures of commonly accepted Closest Point of Approach (CPA) for the safe passage of two vessels in open waters and the TCPA required for a vessel to react if course or speed alterations should be needed. Such manoeuvring action will be needed if the estimated CPA is below the safe distance of passage. This paper will assess vision system performance system against requirements:
• TCPA > 10 min for larger ships.
• TCPA > 6 min for smaller vessels and stationary objects.
Information about relative speed and course of nearby vessels are essential for this computation, and it is required to assess whether they have conditions of reduced manoeuvrability. Such special conditions include being anchored, fishing or not under command. A vision system is not a sole sensor for object detection, which will rely on the fusion of data from Radar, AIS if this is sent by the object, and Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS).
Method
This section presents the vision system and outlines the method used to evaluate the spectral bands. Images are acquired from three different types of cameras and aligned before they are annotated and sent to the object detection network. A transformation of the images is needed such that the same objects are visible in all images at approximately the same spatial location. The steps to achieve this are presented in the following paragraphs.
Vision System
The images are acquired using the following sensors: The cameras are fixed on a rigid mount to ensure a common baseline and positioned approximately 10 cm apart with parallel principal axis. This means that ideally, the extrinsic parameters of the camera systems consist of only a translation on one axis and no rotation. 
Image Alignment
With cameras slightly offset and lenses not identical, the acquired images do not have the exact same field of view. To achieve an almost similar view, the images need to be transformed, cropped and scaled. This is achieved by first correcting the image for lens distortion and then identifying a transformation from the NIR and visible range images to the LWIR images.
The cameras are calibrated with a planar checkerboard pattern as a calibration target using the method described in [15] . A checkerboard printed on paper is used for the visible range and NIR cameras, and a checkerboard pattern cut from a thin plywood sheet as foreground and a solid aluminium plate as background, is used for the LWIR camera. The aluminium plate is heated to increase the contrast between plywood and aluminium in the LWIR calibration images. The parallax occurring due to the thickness of the plywood sheet is neglected in the calibration process. Calibration of the cameras provides intrinsic parameters, which are used to correct for lens distortion effects.
While most of the viewing frustums for the cameras are overlapping, it is not possible to achieve an overlap of the images with perfectly similar field of view (FOV). But with a relatively small translation between cameras compared to the distance of the class objects, a 2D transformation between the images suffices for the purpose of this study. Eight matching points across the images are selected and these are used to find a similarity transform consisting of rotation, scaling and translation between the camera images.
Data set
Data was acquired on-board two different ferries operating in the Southern Funen Archipelago. An image was captured every 1s from each of the cameras and the set was recorded at springtime from midday till dawn, ensuring a broad range of illumination. A set of 9229 images were selected and annotated with bounding boxes of the object classes. Annotations were shared between the different cameras, i.e. if an object was annotated on the LWIR image, the same annotation would be placed in the corresponding images of the two other spectral ranges, regardless of visibility in these images.
Two classes are annotated, buoy and ship, and Table 2 outlines the total number of annotations and images in the data set. The slight discrepancies in the number of each class for the different camera types are due to objects leaving the frames at slightly different times, as a consequence of an offset in FOV near the cameras. The data set is split into a training and validation set by selecting 10 % of the images in the data set at random, and assigning them to the validation set. This yields a training set containing 8306 images and a validation set containing 923 images. An annotated image from the data set is seen in Figure 3 . 
Network Architecture
The detector used for the comparison in this paper is the RetinaNet CNN proposed by Lin et. al [6] . It predicts both a class of an object and its containing bounding box. This architecture was chosen as it was found to be the best in terms of performance and speed [13] .
RetinaNet is a one stage detector, meaning that an image needs only to be inferred once through the network. This gives a significant speed-up compared to the popular two-stage detectors, such as the R-CNN family of networks [10, 3, 11] . It shares many features with other one-stage detectors, such as the use of anchors, as introduced in the RPN network in [11] , and feature pyramids as used in the SSD [7] and FPN [5] networks. However, the reason that RetinaNet performs better than other one-stage detectors is in its novel loss function, called the Focal Loss, a modified version of the widely used Cross Entropy function. The cross entropy loss function is defined as:
where y ∈ ±1 is the ground truth class, and p is the network's probability for the class y = 1. The problem with this loss function is that it yields a non-trivial loss value even in the case where p 0.5, i.e. for well-classified cases. This can lead to inefficient training or degenerate models if the class imbalance is high, i.e. too many of the training examples contain no meaningful information. One stage detectors of the same type as RetinaNet, are vulnerable to this effect when predictions containing background outnumber those containing relevant objects. RetinaNet modified in the cross entropy introducing a tuneable modulating factor (2) in the focal loss,
where p t is defined as: 
The γ in (2) is tuned to reduce the contribution from well-classified examples. This increases the weighting of hard examples contained in training data, and in turn, increases the classification performance. Furthermore, RetinaNet uses a weighting parameter, α ∈ [0, 1], for the two classes, which can also reduce the effect of class imbalance. This parameter is used as another factor on the loss, yielding the α-balanced focal loss,
where
The backbone of RetinaNet is a version of the Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [5] , built upon the ResNet-50 architecture. Furthermore, two sub-networks are attached to the feature pyramid generated by the FPN, a classification and a regression network, respectively.
The version of RetinaNet used in this study takes images with a resolution of 1440×1080 pixels as input. Higher resolution could technically be used, but the on board setup used for inference is limited by memory. As consequence, some information loss occurs in the NIR and visible range images, due to down-sizing from their native resolution of 2560×2048 pixels. The LWIR range images are up-scaled to match the network input resolution. The anchor sizes used are found by k-means clustering of the ground truth boxes, and set to 14 2 , 21 2 , 34 2 , 60 2 and 132 2 . For each anchor size, the following aspect ratios are used in the network: 0.76, 1.14, 1.57, 2.18 and 3.2. The modulating and weighting parameters were chosen as γ = 2 and α = 0.25, which are the values suggested in [6] . The Adam [4] optimizer was initialised with a learning rate of 1 · 10 −6 .
Results
The networks were tested on the randomly selected validation set of images to compare network performance in the different spectral ranges. The number of images and classes in the validation set are seen in Table 3 . Predictions on a set of images acquired at daytime and after sunset are shown in Figure 4 . Performance is calculated based on statistics for whether or not labelled objects in the validation data are detected. An object is considered detected if the predicted bounding box by the network and the ground truth box have an intersection over union (IoU) of above 0.3, together with the predicted class being correct. The low IoU threshold is chosen because annotations are shared between images from the different cameras. As the cameras' FOV are not perfectly aligned, the bounding boxes need to be large enough to encompass an object in images by all cameras, which leads to larger bounding boxes than needed for the individual cameras and hence to lower IoU's measures for the ensemble of cameras. This behaviour is caused by the ensemble labelling method used in the study. Better labelling could make it possible to raise the IoU threshold. The performance is evaluated using the standard measures, precision and recall, defined in (6) .
where T P (true positives) is the amount of correctly classified objects in the validation set, F N (false negatives) is missed detections and F P is false positives. From a navigational perspective, the detection range is an important metric to evaluate. Assuming perfect envelopment of the object, the detection range is related to the pixel area of the associated bounding box. The precision and recall are therefore computed as functions of the pixel area of the bounding boxes noting that an object is only a fraction of the bounding box area. Overall precision and recall for the spectral ranges are presented in Table 4 . Table 4 : Overall precision and recall for the three camera types using a IoU threshold of 0.3 and a confidence threshold of 0.7
Type Precision Recall
Visible range 0.96 0.9 NIR 0.96 0.94 LWIR 0.95 0.86
As precision and recall varies with the used IoU and confidence thresholds, one threshold could favour one model over the others, making the result biased. Therefore, the mean average precision (mAP) is used. Average precision AP (q) for a given class q is found from precision and recall for confidence thresholds in the range c = [0, 1] and then interpolating precision, p(r|q) such that p inter (r|q) = max AP (q).
The mAP was calculated for three IoU thresholds, with presented in Table 5 . Looking at the mAP, it can be seen that the visual range and NIR spectral ranges perform better than LWIR. The plots for evaluation of the precision and recall for the different spectral ranges, along with a histogram of detections, is presented in Figure 5 . Precision and recall are shown as function of area and are calculated as follows, Assuming square bounding boxes perfectly enveloping the object, and using the physical dimensions of the M/F Marstal ferry for our calculations, i.e. s obj phys = 13m, the minimum detection distances with a recall of 0.5 is shown in (11) . 
These distances are the absolute minimum detection ranges, assuming a perfectly enveloping bounding box, which is rarely the case on objects far away from the camera when using shared annotations. Using Figure 6 as an example, the M/F Marstal ferry takes up approximately a sixth of the horizontal width of the bounding box, i.e. 2.5 pixels. Using this width in (9) yields:
which is in line with the AIS measurements, and will yield a TCPA of more than 10 minutes for a vessel similar to the M/F Marstal ferry.
Discussion
The overall precision and recall in Table 4 shows that recall across all bounding box pixel areas is better in the visible and NIR ranges when going for an approximately equivalent precision of 90%. Objects generally need to be closer to the LWIR camera before their heat signature is detected by the CNN. As we are using shared annotations in this investigation, some annotations in the validation set will not correspond to visible objects on the LWIR images. This leads to a slightly lower recall for the LWIR range. From a navigational point of view, the LWIR range will be worse for long-range detection of objects, which is evident from the recall curves in Figure 5 . Although performing worse than the visible range and NIR cameras, an LWIR camera can still have merit in a navigational setting. In a night-time setting, an LWIR camera can have more information in the frame from the heat signatures, than the other spectral ranges, as these will only be able to detect the lights placed on the ships and buoys. Figure 7 shows how the appearance of a buoy is more significant in the LWIR image compared to visible range and NIR. When comparing the visible range colour and NIR cameras, results show a slightly higher recall in the NIR range for objects for bounding box pixel area of less than 250 pixels. From a navigational perspective, this argues for the use of a NIR camera for long-range detection of objects. Colour information is needed to decode navigation information from buoys and signal lights during night time. Therefore, the results suggest that cameras in all ranges investigated are relevant. The differences in image resolution used must be taken into account. The 640×480 resolution of the LWIR images have a negative impact on the amount of information extracted from the environment, compared to the NIR and visible range cameras. Consequently, worse performance in the LWIR range should be expected. Camera elevation also plays a role. The dataset in this paper was recorded from different ferries which results in images acquired from distinct heights in the range 6-9 m above sea surface. Sensor elevation will mainly be of significance for objects at close range. Figure 7 : Evening photo from the three bands. Motion blur, due to a slow shutter speed, is affecting the buoy in the visible range and NIR images. The silhouette is however very clear in the LWIR image.
Perspectives
The goal of this research was to obtain object detection based on two main classes. Further classification into subclasses, such as specific types of ships and buoys, is expected to be supported by a dedicated network for reasons of performance, plus a pan-tilt-zoom camera. The latter would be employed to obtain greater detail of an object, e.g. to read day signs that show vessel status. Further research will also expand the image database with nighttime images, a range of different weather conditions and all representative boat types. A pertinent issue with safety critical use of neural networks occurs when training has been insufficient such that detection fails in particular cases. This concern is a hot topic industries, including marine, where strict safety standards and approval procedures apply. Techniques for anomaly detection, classical image analysis, object tracking and multi mode sensor fusion are envisaged, in combination, to achieve the resilience and safety integrity needed but significant research is necessary.
Conclusion
Based on requirements formulated by master mariners from SIMAC, this paper assessed the performance of object detection using a RetinaNet CNN on images obtained in the visible, NIR and LWIR spectral ranges. Unifying to 1440 pixels, i.e. down-scaling visible range and NIR images from 2560 to 1440 and up-scaling LWIR from 640 to 1440 pixels horizontally, object detection precision of > 90% was achieved along with recall in the 80 − 90% range. Detection distance was investigated using pixel areas, and calibrated by AIS transmissions. Detection ranges in daylight were found sufficient to obtain TCPA which meets the requirements for safe navigation. Performance of the CNN was best in the visible and NIR ranges, in daylight conditions, while the LWIR range would be necessary for detecting objects without lights at nighttime.
